For Journalists and NGOs
With Journalists and NGOs

TRAINING PROGRAM
Johannesburg, South Africa
July 13, 2012 (Friday)

10.30 a.m. SESSION 1: Introductions and Orientation
What: Getting to know each other and today’s plan
Guides: Journalists, NGOs and University of Miami faculty Professor Jyotika Ramaprasad, Vice Dean for Graduate Studies and Research and Professor Richard Grant, Director of Urban Studies, University of Miami

11.00 a.m. SESSION 2: Ethics of Inclusion and Exclusion: Study Findings
What: Sharing findings based on thesis and papers
Sharers: Dan Thompson and Ramaprasad

12.00 noon SESSION 3: Journalism Philosophies
What: Finding out how journalism may be used to make social change
Educator: Ramaprasad

12.45-1.15 p.m. BREAK Prayer Time

1.15-1.45 p.m. BREAK Lunch

1.45 p.m. SESSION 4: Journalism Ethics
What: Discussing the theory and practice of journalism ethics
Discussant: Ramaprasad, Journalists, and NGOs

2.45 p.m. SESSION 5: Beyond Journalism
What: Mapping communication for making social change
Mapper: Ramaprasad and NGOs

3.30 p.m. SESSION 6: Conversations on Ethics
What: Presenting problems, finding solutions
Conversers: Journalists, NGOs, Ramaprasad, Richard Grant, and Thompson

4.30 p.m. SESSION 7: Closing

The workshop will be facilitated by UM faculty from the School of Communication and the College of Arts and Science and by UM graduate student

UM’s Training Team
Professor Richard Grant is Professor, Department of Geography and Regional Studies, and Director, Urban Studies Program, University of Miami

Jyotika Ramaprasad is Professor and Vice Dean for Graduate Studies and Research, School of Communication, University of Miami
Daniel Thompson, MA is a graduate of the Department of Geography and Regional Studies, University of Miami

This training program is funded by the Arsht Research on Ethics and Community Grants, Ethics Programs, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida.